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" From the earliest forms of soundless, colorless cinema to the modern day full length 

movies featuring full color, advanced special effects, and CGI, animation has a complex history. 

The development of animation has taken its time changing over the course of centuries. In the 

1650’s, the earliest forms of projectors used painted frames and candlelight. Since then, artists 

have taken that idea of creating series’ of individual frames and combining them to create 

moving pictures, producing what we know as animation. One of the first successful animators to 

use full animation along with many other methods was Winsor McCay."

" Zenas Winsor McCay was born in Canada in 1867. He quickly dropped his unusual first 

name and went by his middle, Winsor. McCay spent his early years in Spring Lake, Michigan, a 

suburb of Detroit. He began drawing at a very early age, drawing pictures from memory with no 

previous experience or lessons. One of his first drawings, according to his family, was after a 

fire had swept through his hometown. He soon became obsessed with drawing and drew as 

much as he could. McCay also had a younger brother, Arthur, who was mentally handicapped 

and institutionalized by their father. McCay “no doubt saw much of his brother in himself, and he 

feared and hated the horrible possibility that he would suffer Arthur’s unfortunate fate … so he 

kept on drawing for escape, for survival, and for salvation” (Kanfer). McCay continued drawing 

as he grew older, defying his fathers wishes of him to become an entrepreneur. He worked 

much with illustration and began doing comic strips, one of his most famous being “Little Nemo”.   

The comic was eventually created into an animation. His work utilized the surreal within 

characters and landscapes and employed Freudian ideas; in some of the strips, for example, a 

"series of small, rapid, intense nervous stimuli, like the flickering on the cinema screen” was 

used, which had the ability to evoke a deeper response from the audience (Blackmore). McCay 



had the ability to create intriguing and thought provoking films, writing stories that would capture 

his viewers’ attention. In “Little Nemo”, he created characters like imps that Nemo would meet in 

his journeys through his subconscious. McCay’s other films brought in viewers by including live 

film, such as in “Gertie The Dinosaur”, using real human figures that viewers could relate to and 

see combined with McCay’s cartoon figures. “The Sinking of the Lusitania”  also had very 

emotional imagery representative of an emotional and important subject matter. McCay 

connected with his audience through a combination of the known and the unknown, forcing 

them to think deeper and draw their own personal conclusions (Shannon). Along with the more 

profound effects of his work, it was also alluring because of his attention to detail and ability to 

mimic perspective. He was also an extremely fast worker, able to create the hundreds of frames 

his films required in a reasonable amount of time."

" For my flipbook, I decided to use McCay’s idea of a surreal, otherworldly storyline. It 

involves a man walking through the woods who hears a strange noise and ends up being 

abducted by, what is likely assumed, aliens. By keeping the abductor out of the frames, it left 

room for uncertainty, letting the viewer draw their own conclusions. The character in my project 

could be compared to “Gertie” in the sense that both character designs were quite simple. I 

mimicked the black and white lineart that was used in many of his films as well as perspective 

with the zooming into the forest of trees and the motion of the man. My flipbook was created 

using McCay’s method of full animation, each frame drawn individually. I feel my rendition of his 

work was decently successful, although less detailed and much shorter, considering i only used 

50 frames whilst McCay used up to thousands. My plot was simpler, too, but it was difficult to 

display something more complex in a lower number of frames. 

" Winsor McCay’s work in illustration and animation paved the way for many animators to  

come, providing techniques and styles that showcased talent, exercised creativity, and, arguably 

most importantly, provided entertainment to a range of audiences. 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